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ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were made in the NASA/MSFC 14 x 14
inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel on a NR-GD/C 0.0031 scale model delta wing booster
(B-15B-1) and reuseable nuclear stage (RNS). Three basic configurations were
tested (1) the B-15B-1 booster alone, (2) the RNS alone, and (3) the booster
with the RNS mounted "piggyback". Six component force and moment data were
recorded for each of these configurations over an angle of attack range from
-160 to 40 at zero degrees sideslip, and over an angle of sideslip range from
-10° to 10° at zero and -6 degrees angle of attack. The configurations were
tested over a Mach Number range of 0.6 to 5.0 with a nominal Reynolds number
of 6.5 x 10 per foot except for Mach 1.2 and 3.0 where the Reynolds numbers
were 12.4 x 106 and 4.4 x 106 per foot respectively.
In addition to the basic configuration runs, various control surface (elevon,
aileron, and rudder) deflections were also investigated.
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SADSAC Nomenclature of Aerodynamic
Coefficients
Model Component: Body - RNS
Model Component: Body - B-19
Model Component: Wing - W-14
Model Component: Canard - C4A























Experimental aerodynamic investigations were made in the NASA/MSFC
14 x 14 inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel on a NR-GD/C 0.0031 scale model delta
wing booster (B-15B-1) and reuseable nuclear stage (RNS). Three basic
configurations were tested (1) the B-15B-1 booster alone, (2) the RNS
alone, and (3) the booster with the RNS mounted "piggyback". Six com-
ponent force and moment data were recorded for each of these configura-
tions over an angle of attack range from -16 to 4
°
at zero degrees side-
slip, and over an angle of sideslip range from -100 to 100 at zero and
-6 degrees angle of attack. The configurations were tested over a Mach
Number range of 0.6 to 5.0 with a nominal Reynolds number of 6.5 x 106
per foot except for Mach 1.2 and 3.0 where the Reynolds numbers were
12.4 x 106 and 4.4 x 106 per foot respectively.
In addition to the basic configuration runs, various control surface
(elevon, aileron, and rudder) deflections were also investigated.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The following model components were tested either individually or in
various combinations.
RNS - reuseable nuclear stage.
Big - basic body for booster B-15B-1, includes eight
peripheral rocket engines and fairings
W1 4 - basic delta wing with an unswept T.E., a 40
twist, and a "3dihedral.
C4A - basic canard for B-15B-1 booster.
V
7
- basic vertical tail for the B-15B-1 booster.
The dataset collation sheets give the various combinations of the com-
ponents tested. Pertinent dimensional data for each component can be
found in the Model Component Description Sheets which follow the figures.
Sketches and photographs of the model and model components are shown in
Figures 2 through 9.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14'" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating umit
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 180°F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (100). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25°
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TEST CONDITIONS
Table I lists the tunnel conditions which prevailed during these tests
and states the balance accuracies. (The #200 balance was utilized in
the booster to record booster alone and booster with RNS loads; the
f201 balance was utilized in the RNS during RNS alone runs only). With
the exception of two series of runs (data sets R3901A and R3901B) all
models utilized grit to fix flow transition. Grit patterns can be seen
in Figures 2, 3 and 4. Model base and balance cavity pressures were
measured and utilized to correct the balance measured axial force. The
correction equations are given in the section on data reduction. Fig-
ures 12 and 13 show the base pressure orifice locations. RNS base pres-










SF 150 lbs L
AF 100 lbs
PM 1R5 in.lbs
YM 160 in. lbs'















No satisfactory method is known for determining the absolute





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
O.6 6.5 x 106 5.58 97.
0.95 6.8 x 106 8.18 97
1.0 6.7 x 10 8.33 98
1.2 6.6 x 10 6 8.98 97
1.2 12.4 x 106 16.60 93
2.99 4.4x10 6 4.95 98
4.96 6.1 x 106 3.40 99
m . m 
I 
DATA REDUCTION
The aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the balance were first
corrected for weight tares, base and balance cavity pressures, and then
reduced to coefficient form in the body axis system utilizing the refe-
rence values of Table II. The axial force correction equations utilized
were:
CAF = CA - (CAB + CAC)
where
CAB = - [Pbl - PO)
and
[(Pc - P) Acj/qc SREF
11
ACAC
A + (Pb - p,) Ab2]/q SREF
TABLE II
MODEL REFERENCE DIMENSIONS
* See Figures 10 & 11
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BOOSTER ALONE AND
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION BOOSTER + RNS RNS ALONE
Sref Ref. Area 15.656 in 15.656 in
c M.A.C. 3.095 in. 3.095 in
b Sprn 6.099 in. 6.099 in.
Xc.g.* Center of Gravity (Fuselage Station) 0.0 in. (Booster Nose) 1.561 in.
(From RNS
Nose)
Yc. g.* Center of Gravity .0 in. 0.0
Zc.g.. Center of Gravity (Water Line) 0.0 in. 1.332 in.
4B Body Length 9.734 in. (B Nose 8.306 in.
to Wing T.E. )
Abl Base Area (Upper Half) 0.418 in2 .3655 in 2
Ab2 Base Area (Lower Half) 0.634 in2 .3655 in2
Ac Balance Cavity Area 0.785 in2 .454 in2
TABLE m. SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
SADSAC NOMENCLATUru
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force CA
CAB Base Axial Force ~ CAB' -
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL 
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force- CDF CDFORE
CL Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force CN -
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
CL Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN
L/D. Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio - L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial. Force Ratio CN/CAF
M.
H 
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTTED
COEFFICIENTS
TITLE SCEEDULE CONDITIONS VARYING PAGES
Effect of Grit In Pitch, Booster Alone A Grit, Mach 1-18
Effect of Grit In Yaw, Booster Alone B Grit, Mach 19-30
Elevon Effectiveness In Pitch, Booster C Elevator, Aileron 31-36
Alone
Elevon Effectiveness In Pitch, Booster C Elevator, Aileron 37-42
Plus RNS
Effect of RNS On Elevon Effectiveness, C Configuration, Elevator, 43-60
Pitch and Aileron
Elevon Effectiveness In Yaw., Booster D Grit, Elevator, and. 61
Alone- Aileron
Elevon Effectiveness In Yaw, Booster E Elevator, Aileron 62-67
Alone
Elevon Effectiveness In Yaw., Booster E Elevator, Aileron 68-74
Plus RNS
Effect of RNS On Elevon Effectiveness, D Configuration, Grit 75
Yaw.
Effect of RNS On Elevon Effectiveness, E Configuration, Elevator, 76-95
Yaw and Aileron
Rudder end Elevon Effectiveness In C Rudder, Aileron 96-101
Pitch, Booster Alone (Beta = 0)




TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITIONS VARYING PAGES
Rudder and Elevon Effectiveness In C Rudder, Aileron 102-107
Pitch, Booster Plus RNS (Beta = 0)
Effect of RNS On Rudder and Elevon C Configuration, Rudder, 108-119
Effectiveness (Beta = 0) and Aileron
Rudder and Elevon Effectiveness In D, E Rudder, Aileron 120-126
Yaw, Booster Alone
Rudder and Elevon Effectiveness In E Rudder, Aileron 127-133
Yaw, Booster Plus RNS
Effect of RNS On Rudder and Elevon E Configuration, Rudder 134-147
Effectiveness and Aileron
Effect of Angle of Attack, RNS Alone A Mach, Alpha 148-159
Effect of Angle of Sideslip, RNS Alone F Mach, Beta 160-175
Effect of Reynolds Number, Booster A Reynolds Number 176-178
Plus RNS
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
(A) CN, CAF, & CIM vs. ALPHA (D) CBL vs. BETA
(B) CY, & CYN vs. BETA (E) CY, CYN,XCPY/L, CN, CAF, & CIM vs. BETA
(C) CN, CAF, CIM, CY, CYN, & CBL vs. ALPHA (F) CY, CYN, CBL, & XCPY/L vs. BETA
F I GU R E S
Notes:
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability













Figu:re 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and































Figure 7. WI88G - BOOSCTI ONURA






Figure 8. CiOAIRD - C4
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Figure iO. Reuseable Nuclear Stage Reference c.g. Location
Reference Moment Center
Balance Yment Canter









Note: Lo.cation of pressure taps may vary slightly as installation
will be made during test setup.









NOTE: Location of pressure taps may Yary slightly as installation will
be made during test setup.
Figure 13. Location of Base Pressure Taps
for Booster Alone and RNS Launch Configurations
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - RNS
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Reuseable Nuclear Stage is a cone-cylinder body with a
nose radius of 35. 5 inches.




















Apex Angle (Cone), deg. 14 14
31
TABLE V
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B-19
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body for B-15B Delta Wing Configuration. with circular
cross section at nose, fairing to flat bottom at wing. Flats on sides to close gap
at canard root forward of hinge line. Fairings over rocket engines.
DRAWING NUMBER: WT-70-105222
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE





























W-1g modified to unsweot trailing edge and with twist
outboard of B. L. 340 linearly increasing to -4 degrees at tip and with leading edge





















Root Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC








































- 0010 - 64 (Mod)















CANARD - C4A -





Inb'd equivalent chord 341
Outb'd equivalent chord 36
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
,Leading Edge 60
Tai ling 'Edge 0
Hingeline
Area Moment (Normal to hinge'line)











MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL TAIL - V7







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




























a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
(3 BBETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axib
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
Q PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; 1/2PV, psi, psf
M MACH Mach number;: V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
P total pressure; psi
.CP pressure coefficient; (p-po0)/q
36
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
S wing area; m2, ft2
S SREF reference area; m2, ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see jref or LREF)
fref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see c)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2 , ft2, in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis


























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis















CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
CAb CAB base a el force coefficient;
[-1] [(Pb - poD)/q] (Ab/S)
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA- CAb
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS lref
CY CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref






it HORIZT horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees
6 symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees;
positive deflections are:
AILRON aileron - total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
CANARD canard - trailing edge down
ELEVON elevon - trailing edge down
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down
FLAP flap - trailing edge down
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left
SPOILR spoiler - trailing edge down
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
6 antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
AIL-L left aileron - trailing edge down
AIL-R right aileron - trailing edge down
ELVN-L left elevon - trailing edge down
EWL?-R right elevon - trailing edge down
SPLR-L left spoiler - trailing edge down






e elevator or elevon
f flap







center of pressure location based
on body length
ecg'











A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ-
izations:
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
NASA MSFC Mr. Jim Weaver
NR Mr. C. R. Leef
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. John Hord
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division



















EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-16 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
F III 'I
3 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(A390JA) QJ MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER 819W14C4AV7




































EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-to -16 -14 -12 -1O 6 -4 -2 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYnBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(A3901A) Q HSFC497 CC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV?












































EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
F
-16








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SHYMBOL CONF:IGURATION DESCRIFTICON BETA GRIT
4A3g9OA) Q HSFC497 GDCC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7 0.000








































-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION
(A3901SA1 MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER 819WI4C4AV7












































EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
8 -6 -4 2 CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES




NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV7












































































EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-16 -16 -14 -18 -10 -
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AS901A) MSFC497T G DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV7
(A902A ) N MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER Bi9W14C4AV?
MACH
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EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
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-1I -16 -14 -12
CATA SET NYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA3901A) Q MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER





























-'4 ia -16 -14 -12 -1-
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHBCL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
tA3901A) Q MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTrR B19WI4C4AV7
dA390ZA}I NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER 819W14C4AV7
HACH







































-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICA
(A391AJ HS 5FC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19JW14C4AV7
A3B9O2A) n MSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AVt
MACH












SCALE .00 31 SCALE
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LIJ _ _ T-
t _ _ _1I
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA GRIT
IASOOA, QB HSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV7 0.010
(AS902A) N HSFC497 GC DELTA WiC;G' BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7 0.000 54.000
MACH 4. 959
REFERENCE INFORMATION





































EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-t6 -14 -12 -lO 8 - 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBCI CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA GRIT
(A3901AI Q MSFC497 CC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7 0.000
(A3902A) L 'NSFC497 GD CELTA WING ,BOOSTER 019W14C4AV7 0.000 54.000
MACH 0.952
0 2 ¢ 6
REFERENCE INFORMATION























































B - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFrION BETA GRIT
(A390aA) Q MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER 819W14C4AV7? .D00
(A39024) HSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7 0.000 54.000
MACH 0.597
0 2 4 6
REFERENCE INFORMATION




















EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION









































-1 -16 -14 0 2 4 6
EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-to 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOCN DESCRIFTION
(A3901A) NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7


















































EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-14 -10 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIFPTION
(A39011A) L MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9Wi4C4AV7


























































EFFECT OF GRIT IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-14 -12 -0l - 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA ODEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION
IA39011A) Q SFC497 GC CELTA WINC BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AV?




















































































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAUo BOOSTER ALONE
- ---- 
. . . .- .............
-10 -8 6 - 4 - 2 0 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A39vIB) MHSFC497 CC DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AV7






6 e 1 12
REFERENCE INFORMATION



































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(A59SBI n HSFC497 G CDELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A3902B) N MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER XI9WI4C4AV7
MACH
;
a - . - 2 2 6 a 0O


























































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 -8 - a -4 - y 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIOC* ALFHA GRIT
(AS301B) Q HSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AVT -6.000
(A39102) S M$FC497 Gr CELTA WING BOOSTER B19tW14C4AV? -6.000 54.000
HACH























EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
O -6 -4 -2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(A39019J) HSFC497 GOD ELTA WING BOOSTER 819WI4C4AV7











































































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAWU BOOSTER ALONE
-10 - s - 6
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(A39011B) Q MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV7
AS39SOZ) 1£5 MSFC497 GD DELTA WING CBOOSTER 8t9WI4C4AV?
MACH
-4 - a 0 2 4





6 8 10 12
REFERENCE INFORMATION








-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
^(A9016 ) MNSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7















































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
4 6 a IO 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CE5CRIFTION
(A90DIB) NSFC497 CC DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9VW4C4AV7












































-12 -10 -_ 6 4 O
EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 4 6 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIC+
CA39G01) N MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7






















































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAtM BOOSTER ALONE
- G - 6 -4 - Z 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
"IA390B) MNSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AV?













































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAWo BOOSTER ALONE
-10 a - -4 - 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMEBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(A39018) Q MSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7





























































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAWU BOOSTER ALONE
-.412 - - a - 6
CATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(A39:0IB) NSFC497 GC OELTA WING BOOSTER
(A39 02B5 MSFC497 GO CELTA WING BOOSTER
-4 - 0 a 4


































































EFFECT OF GRIT IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 6 4 ID
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETAO DEGREES
DATA SET SrMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A3901B) Q MSFC497 CC CELTA WING BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AV7



























ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-14 -12 -0 - - 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B39OZA) Q NSFC497 CD DELTA WING BOOSTER 819W14C4AV7
(A39S5A) LI MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AV7


















































-10 -S1 0 2
.I
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
-16 -i4 -_1I -s -e -
A &.~ .- . A . . ~ANGLE OF
SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER BIB9W4C4AVT
MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AV?
MNSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER 0B9WI4C4AV?
MACH
AATTACe
6 - 4 -2
K,. ALPHA, DEGREES









o a 4 6
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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NSFC497 G CDELTA WING BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AVT
MSFC497 GC CDELTA WING BOSTER B19WI4C4AV7
NSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AVT
1.197
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
0.000 0.0DO 0.OO0 54 .000 SREF
0.000 0.000 10.000 54.000 LREF

















































-16 -14 -IZ o 2 4 6
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE
……-K i- - - - . - ~ - - - t
-- … -…





…-- _ -- .… ... ~
- ,…
~~~~~~~~-…
as -16 -14 -12 -t1 o B - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIOHC
IB39DZA) HMSFC497 GO CELTA WING GOOSTER BS9Wl4C4AV7
(A3905A) NSFC497 GD CELTA WING SOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A3906A) 0 HSFC497 GCD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
nACH 1.197
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.00D 0.000 0.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
0.000 0.000 10.000 54.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES





















































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH. BOOSTER ALONE
-16 -14 -12
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC497 GO CELTA WING BOOSTER BI9Wl4C4AV?
MSFC497. GOD ELTA WING BOOSTER Bi9WlAC4AV7
MSFC497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER Bi9Wl4C4AV7
-10 - e - 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
0.000 0.000 0.000 54.01
0.000 0.000 10.000 54.00
0.000 -5.000 15.000 54.00
1.197
0 2 4 6
REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
D0 LREF 3.0950 INCHES
















































NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7
NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7






ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.001 0.0O0 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
0.000 10.000 54.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES






ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 -6 - 4 2 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CAT4 SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
*(3907A) Q MSFC49T NR/GC RNS LAUNCH 019W14C4AV7 + RNS
(As39oA) HMSFC44 9 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH 019Wl4C4AV7 + RNS


























































































-- 4 1 - 1 -
-*0 - -so -J2 -10 - e
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SyNMOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTlON.
(BS7OTA) Q NSFC497 NH/GO RNS LAUNCH 819W14CiAV7 + RNS
CASS06A) NSFC497 NR/GO RNS LAUNCH BI19W4C4AVY * RNS






BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
0.000 0.000 10.0(0 54.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES

























ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
-1t -14 . 1 -2 1 - 6 -4 -2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIJGURATION CESCRIPTION
(193907A) MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B019W4C4AV7 * RNS
(AS909A) - HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 019WI4C4AV? + RNS






ELVATR A I LRON
0.000 0.000







0 2 4 6
REFERENCE INFORHATION
0 SREF 15.6560 SO IN
0 LREF 3.0950 INCHES






















i --- 6 -14 -1 -
U
LL
_ -. 01 2
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(i39BDA) Q HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
(A3908A) £ SFC4!* NR/Go RNS LAUNCH BI9SW4C4AV7 + RNS
(A3909AI A HSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1.194
8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 E
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
0ETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0G.0DO 0.00 O.0 D0 54 .00 SREF 15.6560 SG IN
0O.OO .O0O O.000 54.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES






ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
I
-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 6 - 4 - 5 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAo DEGREES
CATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGUfATICON CESCRIFTIC
(3907AA) q HSFC497 NR/GC ENS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7 + RNS
(A3SD0AI) H MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH BI09W4C4AV7 * RNS
(A3909A) O HSFC497 NRX/GC NS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
A CH
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
0.000 0.000 O.OO0 54.000
0.000 0.000 10.000 54.000
0.000 -5.000 15.000 54.000O
1.194
REFERENCE INFORMATION

























































NFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W:
HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 819WO NSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W;
MACH 1.194
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
14C4AV7 + RNS G0.00 0.000 0.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 $Q IN
14C4AV7 + RNS D0.O00 .000 0ID.DO 54.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES





































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, PITCH
-14 -12 -10 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
I 13902A; I Q MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(S9074A) MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 819WI4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
0.000 G.ODG 0.0o0 54.000
0.00D .0O 0.000U 54.000
1.197
REFERENCE INFORMATION










































-04-6 -14 -2 
-'d -r6 -14 -12 -10 - 4
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(SB390ZA) Q M5FC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(B3907A) NSFC497 NR/CC RNS LAUNCH E19W14C4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1.197
ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.DO 0O.00 0.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 So IN







-------- . .... -





- Z 0 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
VATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIOh BrTA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
390ZA) H MSFC497 GD CDLTA WING BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AV7 G.000 0.000 G. 00GF 54.500













































































-18 -16 -14 -ig -10 -
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BD39O2A) M HSFC497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV?
B3S97A) MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 919WI4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH I .197
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRI T REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 54 .0O SREF 15. 6560 SQ IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 54.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES
BREF 6.09D0 INCHES




EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. PITCH
-t1 -14 -12 -10 - a C - 4 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFFZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(s85902A J Q MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER BS9W14C4AV7
1(3BDA)I L MSFC497 NR/GD RN$ LAUNCH B15WI4C4AV7 + RNS
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
0.000 0.009 0.000 54.000













































































-1 -is -14 -I -0 -
ANGLE OF
DATA BET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRIPTIC,4
8390D2A) NSFC47 CGD DELTA WING 00 STER BI9WI4C4AVT
(3BSg07A) a HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH BISW1J4C4AV7 RNS
MACH I . 97
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 sG IN

















EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, PITCH
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 -4 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICO
CA3905A) Q MSFC497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER BIWld4C4AV7







54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
































-0 , -26 -14 -12 -10 -
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CEjCfIpFTION
(A3905A) Q HSFC497 GD CELTA WINC EOOSTER 019Wl4C4AV?
A39G0A) Z HMSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH ,19W14C4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1.109
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 10.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SO IN




































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, PITCH
-16, -14 -12
CATA SET SYMBOL COCFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(A3905A) M NSFC49-7 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A39 DA) NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUINCH B19WI4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
-10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
O.000 G 0.000 1 . D 54.00 
00.0u 0.000D 10.00 54.001
1.189
D 2 4 6
REFERENCE INFORMATION
O SREF 15.6560 SC IN















wI- - - \l X - - - - - X - - - - - - --
-. 015 _
-. 050 -- - -- .oeS
-1 -16 - -2 -0 - -
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(A30 OA) M NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AVT
CASBOBA) H 4SFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH BS9WI4C4AV7 * RNS
A CH 1.169
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
G0OO 0G.000 10.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN











































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, PITCH
-16 -14
DATA SET SYMNOL CCNFJGURATI7CN CESCRZFTIO
(A3905A) M HSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER 819WI4C4AV7




BETA ELVATR AILFJN GRIT
D.000 0.000 10.G00 54.000












-10 - 8 - 6 - 4








W -0 -16 -14 -12 - -
U
LL




-. 1 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
ANGLE OF
 IN IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ASIOSA) ' NSFC49T GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B1DW14C4AV7I908A) H1 07 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 8I9WS4C4A¥V * RNS
NACn 1.189
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRiON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0D.OO 0.000 t .G000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 S IN







EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, PITCH
-10 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
"(3906Ai n HSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A39G9A ) MSFC497 MR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AV7 t RNS
MACH 1.190
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REF
0.000 -5.000 15.G00 54.000 SREF






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A3906AI) Q MSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AV7
(A3909A) NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV? + RNS
MACH 1.190
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 -5.000 15.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SO IN





















EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, PITCH
- 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6
CATA SET 5YHSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(A19D6A) # HSCt49; GC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A39D9A) HMSC497 NR/GO RNS LAUNCH 8l9W14C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
BETA ELVATR AILfON GRIT


















































-18 -16 -1 14 -10 - 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, PITCH
2 0 4 i; i; t W~~~~ T-- ----i- 0T 0 li

















-10 - 8 - 6 - 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A3906A) J MSFC497 CD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9Wl4C4AV7
(A3909A) NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH e19W14C4AV7 + RNS
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
0.000 -5.000 15.000 54.000























































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, PITCH
-16
-14 -12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA39061) Q M5FC497 GCC CELTA WING BOOSTER
(A39059A) SFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W
MACH
-10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
Bi 19W4C4AV7
d14C4AV7 + RNS
0.000 -5.000 15.00O 54.UD0































t-o -S6 -14 -12 -o1 -
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION
(A3906A) Q HSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV7
(A3909A) a NSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
MHACH
8 -6 -4 -2 0
ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
0.OD -5.00O 15.ODD 54.ODD
0.0DD -5.000 15.D00 54.000
I .190
REFERENCE INFORMATION























ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 - 4 - 2
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(D39D01) a HSFC497 CD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV7
(A390581 1 NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7












1- -1 F II
10
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 8 6 4
SIDE SLI
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICN
(E3902B) MsrC497 GOC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV?
(C3905B) MSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(C3906B) 0 SFC497 GCC CELTA WING BOOSTER BI9Wl4C4AV7
MA CH
2 0
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
-6.000 0.000 0.000 54.000 SREF
-6.000 0.000 10.000 54.000 LREF





















ELEVON EFFECT]VENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E390Z0) O nSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7
IC3905B) R HSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER BI19W4C4AV7
































































-12 8 IO 12
2ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW9 BOOSTER ALONE
-1o a - 6
STBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER 019W14C4AV¥
NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER G19W14C4AV7
0 NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
v
F~~~~~~ ~ f -1q111SEk2XX - - -. -, 111:
0 W;--m -- - 8 S Rg t-~~ ~~~~- LX , ' _------- 
L tt -rrilt t- XX f - X~~~~~~~~~~~' 
k X X -XwrV0-Xt X X X W X- M m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
W W XM11W~~~~~~tLW W X X X X - X - TS 0~~~~~~~~~~~~
t rr H l_ iI§F -l -1
Li _I .... -- l-l-,-- _ I t IUi 
-4 - 0 2 4
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_IT 4==339,191 w11 1 I I5 11 I I RV _--It I _ _ e _ _ _ _ _ I I I IJ#JA
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 - - 4 - 2 0 2 6 6 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYHBOL CONFIGURLATION DESCRIFTICW
MSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7
H MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7

















































Do *02 - -to - - - - -
SIDE SLI
OAIA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E3902B) Q MSFC497 GC DELTA WING. BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AV?
ICS905B) LR MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AV7
.C5906B) HSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AV7
,1 1 -
nA CH
P ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.000 0.000 0.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SO IN
-6.000 0.000 10.000 54.000 LREF .3.0950 INCHES









O 2 4 6
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA E:LVATfi AILRON
-6.D D. O.DD O.GOG

















































-150 . - 8 - 6
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(E3SDOB) MSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7
(C3S905GJ R MSFC497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9WI4CAAV7

























ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
-10 -_ - 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(C39078) M 1SFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH 619WI14C4AV7 * RNS
(C390 80) M NSFC497 NR/CC RNS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV? + RNS
sC3909B) 0 NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH 019W14C4AV7 + RNs
MA C
- 4 - 2 0 g 4












SREF 15.6560 SE IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES


































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
a -6 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
IC390D7?) H SFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 e RNS
(C39088) HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS

































MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B±9W14C4AV7 + RNS
NSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AVT + RNS
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
--_........ _q .. _ __ _=_ m---l__ _ I
-- - --
…~~- _; ! ::-…
…1~~~~-- . - …-I
… n-l-6-4 E s'… 6 8 lO:
… tlF 
-
16 -1 -8 -6 -4 -2 0X 2 4 6 e-g 10 1
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(c30907B) FnSFC497 NR/GD RHS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV?7 RNS
tC3906B) M HSFC497 NR/GO RNS LAUNCH 619W14CAAV7 + RNS




-6.000 C .OO 0. 00
-6.000 0.000 10b.O0








































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAI, BOOSTER PLUS RNS









MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH Bi9Wl4C4AV7 + RNS
MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV7 + RNS
SHFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV7 + RNS
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON
-6.000 0.000 0. OO
-6.000 - O.OOO 10.00D







SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES





















ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
- -.. - - t…--
I III - - - -11: - - - -







-10 - 8 - 6
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
-- 4 - 2
SIDE SLIP
HSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH BI9W14C4AV? + RNS
HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV? + RNS
MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH BI9W14C4AV7 + RNS
0 2 4
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELVATR A ILRON GRIT
-6.D00 O.D0 0.0DO 54.00D
-6.000 D.0D0 10G.OG 54.D00



















































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS









SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGUIRATION DESCRIPTION
HFC497 NA/GD RNS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7 + RNS
a NSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
0 NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
-6.GO0 .OOO 0.000 54.000
-6.000 0.000 10.000 54.00D







































































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YMA





rl E -- I _ [:




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOCN DESCRIPTION
(CI39018) Q MSFC497 GC DELTA WINGC OOSTEg B19W14C4AV7















































































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW






















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN CESCRIPTION
tE3902BJ ) MSFC497 CO DELTA WING BOOCTER 819W14C4AV?














































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. YAW
-to - 6 - 6 - 4 - 2
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
HSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER 819W14C4AVT







































-si -10 - e - 6 - 4 - 5
SIDE SLIF
CDATA SET SYrBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIOCN
(E39020) Q MSFC497 CGD DELTA WING OOSTER B19W14C4AV7
C39076) MISFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH 019W14C4AV7 * RNS
MACH I. 2G0
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.000 0.000 0.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 5$ IN







EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
-6 -4 - 2
.
2 4 6 a8 10
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION GESCRIFTION
(E390291} MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER D19W14C4AV7(D3907B) NMSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 * RNS
MACH
ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA EL VATR AZLRON GRIT
-6.000 0.000 G0.00 54 .000
-6.000 0.000 0.o 00 54. 00
.202
REFERENCE INFORMATION


























































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
-10 - 8 - 6
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIFTION
(Es902B) D MSFC497 GC DELTA UING BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AV7
(C390TI HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 t RNS
#ACH
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
r i F i , .-1H
b xrarr - f W W W W - r T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tmf 
Z~~~~~ .- _r _ t X
-4 -2 0 2 4





6 a 10 1 
GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
54.OLU SREF 15.6560 SQ IN



































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
-10 8 6 - 4
SIDE SLIF
CATA SET SYHMOL CONFIGURATICO DESCRIPTION
E3902EB) C MSFC49T CG DELTA WING BOOSTER S19W24C4AV7


















































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. YAW
- a 6 4 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IC3905B) 2 MSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER 'B9WI4C4AV7
(C3906IB MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
-6.000 0.000 10.000 54.000














































































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. YAW
-10 - a - 2 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA
(C39Da5) n MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7 -6.00(







4 8 10 a 2
ES
LRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN









EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESSP YAW
4
I - r-I II I I I I ,I--I I
10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C39058 Q MSFC497 GC OELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV?






54.000 SREF 15.6560 S5 IN




































FFFFFPT OF RNS fn Fl FVn N FFFFfTIVFNFSS. YAW
ofL~ v llvvl L~wlM Ll~ks~lyzv [l
I~~... L t1mm+ 
H lI.1II-1.1.. · 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,. DEGREES
COCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA ELVATR AILRON
MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV7 + RNS
-6.00G 0.OGOO IO.G0G















































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
-it -10 - 8 6
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
LC3905 ) M HSFC497 C CDELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
IC390SB) HMSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 19W14C4AV7 * fiNS
MACH
t
- 4 - 2 0 2 4





6 8 10 12
GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN









































-12 -so - e - 6 - 4 - l
SIDE SLIF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC DESCRIFPTION
IC39SSB) ) MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(C39G0a) NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1.195
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.000 0.000 10.000 54.000 SREF 15.G560 SG IN







EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
-10 - -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
C39D38l) Q MSFC497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
iC39O8B I) MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19WI4CAAV7 , RNS
S M. MACH
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
-6.000 0.000 10.000 54.000
-6.000 0.000 1O.G00 54.000
I 1.195
REFERENCE INFORMATION









































































J~ - - 4 a I a 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
tC3906B) o MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV'
IC39s 09B) MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 619W14C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
ALPHA ELVATR AXLRON
-6.000 -5.000 15 .000














































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
-10 a *-6 - 2 O 2 4 t
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN CESCRIFTICN
iC3906B) Q MSFC497 CC CELTA WINC BOOSTER 819Wi4C4AVT
C3S09tB1) NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH BJ9W14C4AV7 * RNS
hACN
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
-6.000 -5.000 15.000 54.000












EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
tIl I II I . F. . I;IIIIIII
1
-10 - s - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHBOL COCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA ELVATR AILRON
(C3906B) Q HMSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7 -6.000 -5.000 15.000
(C3909B) HSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS -6.000 -5.000 15.000
1.193
1 -. _ - = _
6 8 1O 12
CRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN








































0.8 - - , -I0. - - _ - - -'
0.4 
oCa9068) Q NSFC497 _ __ELTA W ___ _ _SOOS _ER 9W _4C4AV_
oC_909 _SFC49T NR/GP RN LAUCH _19W 4C4AV7 * RNS
0.0' __
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON' GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.000 -5.000 15.000 54. 000 SREF 15.6560 SC IN








EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS. YAW
-tO 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 D 2 4 6 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN
(C39D6D) MSFC497 CD DELTA WING B00STER 619W14C4AV7







54.000 SREF 15.6560 SE IN






























EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
] i - I X
_ _ _ _ _ _t T_ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ < W _ _ _ A 4 t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
W-~~~ ~~! _ :-- _ '_ ... __. _ <<<
W _ _ _ _ _ _ -4 j ! { H _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I li- r I I.L 
S e - -- -- L1 1 1 1 1 1 -r-- -....
' ' I 1 IIt- -
0E~~~~~~~~~J -I Wit
-10 - & 6 -4 6 8 10 l;
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICM CESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT
C3:9068) D MSFC497 GC CELTA WINE BOOSTER B19W14C4AV? -6.000 -5.000 S1.G0G 54.000
(C3909B) SFC497 NR/GO RNS LAUNCH B19Wi4C4AV7 4 RNS -6.000 -5.000 15.000 54.000
HACH 1.193
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































EFFECT OF RNS ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, YAW
-10
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIG URATION CESCRIPTICN
(C3906BS N SFC4S7 GO CELTA WING BOOSTER 519W14C4AV7
(C3909B) R MNSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV7 + RNS
NACH I .193
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.000 -5.000 15.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 S5 IN





































-l2 6 a 1 a 12
RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE [BETA=O)
-1 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 6 -A 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN
MSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7
MSFC497 OG DELTA WING BOOSTER 819WI4C4AV?














































-18 -16 -14 -12 -D1 -
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION _ ESCRIFTICN
0(B32A) C) MSFC497 G. DELTA WING BOOSTER BISWI4C4AV7
'A539DZ3A ) NSFC497 GCD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7











AILRON RUDDCCER GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0o.00 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
0.000 10.000 54.00D LREt 3.0950 INCHES






RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE (BETA=O)
0 2 4 _
SYDBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
MSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7


























































RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECT-IVENESS IN PIICHo BOOSTER ALONE (BEIA:UJ
...... WI I L -l
I- _ -... _---___4 ___ _Z_ ,_t_ _ -
;- _ c'- _.. _ e____ - c S s ._ ... [ |||| -
f ffi X X t  t : I0 I I 1-1  1  1r
_ F f 1 11 1 1 1 1 1
=___t___t 
__t __tT _ ' -IIIi I:111
W- I I t -fI0
t M t _ _ _ _ tt _ _ t-i: _ _ _iz f1-1 I L I 11 IrL"I'
_! 1fi i I f t!!I|!- 
, . . ,,,i . E - .- -{XX]|WiI11-
t #t X t $t t- 1-t- t --1 -X- $ 1 -1 1 1 1- 1 1 1 I t IEI;-I I'I,
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
DATA SET SYMBHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICON
(839021 ) HSFC497 GO CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A39G0AI NSFC497 GO CELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7



















































nn,,% &im 1.i.m ~ .. MBA~- AI fr m r A - fl A
RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER ALONE (BETA:O)
-16 -14 1 -10 - a - 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(B3502A) Q MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AV7
(A3903A I NSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BI9WI4C4AV7




ELVATR AILRON RUDDER GRIT
U.00 0.00GO 0.000 54.0
0.CDO 0.000 10.000 54.0
0.000 10.000 I0.000 54.0
.197
:1:j::1 I I j I I 1I,
0 2 4 6
REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 SREF 15.6560 So IN
00 LREF 3.0950 INCHES






































RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH. BOOSTER ALONE (BETA=O)
~~~~~~ij~  ~ ~~~~I-: I I1I I I I I4: 1 AT
_ __ _ t t ____ 
4t T > R + t 111XT~~~~~~~~~ttt I~~~~ll~~llllT4--Tl:ITI~~~~~
......... II II-II I4I11R 
X t t t X - I t I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1-1 1 1 1 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-i1 - a - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTIONC
(B390ZA) D MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A39 D3A) MSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7














































t t-' tt....e , I II -
fE ~~ ~ r i1 X E 1
4 1 ++F + I I I + rUAI A A; I II 
_ KL _ _ + $ q t = Bm S -t I r I t-l I I I i1-1 t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
_ tt es t I 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- ttI I-1-111IIIIIIIIIIIIIiII
X X X X I I I -1- X X X I 1-1 1 X 'I 1 1:11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- 1 1 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
gSX Wm; X 4 WW 'S114411-1 [JZ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,i 
D
RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER PLUS RNS (BETA=O)
-10 1 - 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICON
390.7A^ , NMSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV? + RNS
(A3911A) MI 1SFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT + RNS




























































-DA -16 -14 -12 -tO - i
ANGLE OF 
CATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(63907?A Q HSFC497 NR/CD RNS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7 + RNS
(A3911A) HMSFCS97 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH 1I9WI4C4AV7T RNS
(A391i0AJ O MSFC497 NR/GC fiNS LAUNCH Bl9WI4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1.194
ELVATR AILRON RUDCER GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.00 0.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
0.000 0.000 IO.000 54,000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES



























RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER PLUS RNS (BETA=O)
-_s -14 -12 -10 -e -6 -4 -2 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
MNSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV? * RNS
MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 4 RNS




































































--- _ _ _ _ _--
-18 -16 -14 -Z12 -10 -
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL .CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION








54.000 SREF 15.6560 SG IN
54.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES

































RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH, BOOSTER PLUS RNS (BETA=O)
-. 05 _
- .040
-10 -16 -14 -12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B390?A) Q HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 011
(A3911A) ) MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH 019





9W14C4AV7 + RNS 0
,91W4C4AV7 + RNS 0
9W14C4AV?7 + RNS 0
- 4 2
ALPHA, DEGREES
VA TR A I LRON RUDDER
.000 0C.00 0.000
.000 0.000 10.000











































-. 0f0f n A fl__ _
-10 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(B3907A) HMSFC497 NR/GD NHS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV7 + RNS(A391SA) MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 * RNS









AILRON RUDDCCER GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.0o0 O.000 54.000 SREF 15.656U SQ IN
0.000 10.000 54.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES
















































EFFECT OFRNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BETA=O)
-18 -16 -14 -i1 -e -6 -4 0 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUJRATION CESCRIFTION
(1A393A) NSFC49T GD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV?
(A39IsA) N. MSFC497 NR/GO RNS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV? + RNS
MACH
ELVATR AILRON RUDCDER GRIT
O.DOC 0.000 10.000 54.000
0.0o U.000 1UO.000 54.000
1.187
REFERENCE INFORMATION








.~~~ , · .
.. ,.
Lu A iI -I I I I I I I I
c ii
. ..




MACH .1d7 iSCALE 0.0531 SCALE
< .00*
ANGLE OF ATTACKP ALPHA, DEGREES

































EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BETA=O)
. . . . .
. . . . .










-0 - 6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFiGURATION CESCRIFTION
(A39D0A) Q NSFC4S7 cC DELTA WING. BOOSTER B19W14C4AV?
(A3SI1A) N MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7 * RNS
HACH
ELVATR AILRON RUDCER GRIT
0.000 0.00 10.00D 54.000
0.000 0. OO 54.000 . 00
1 .187
REFERENCE INFORMATION

















I- I I I _
u
LL




- -- -6 -10
ANGLE OF
.DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN
(A3903A)J MSFC497 GD CELTA WINC BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A3911A) H MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH S19Wl4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1.187
8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 E
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELVATR AILRON RUCCER GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 10.OO0 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN







EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BETA=O)
-10 -8 -6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
-2
DEGREES
0 2 4 6
CATA SET SYHBOL CCONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICN
(A3903A) Q HSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV7
(A3S9$1A) HSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 # RNS
MACnH .187
ELVATR AILRON RUCDER GRIT REF
0.00D 0.000 10.00I0 54.000 SREF























































EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BETA=O)
4~~~~~ ~~~~~ t - -_ _ _ __ - - - - - -- - --l ----f--1 1i-.
…
I --i H - I I I 1
i:: . t- 1-11 _ ____ _ -- I I..II.. II 
I-- ~ I
114 1 - X - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , , F -
t-----
I ... [ -t ' II|I # -
I I W -W_ F X_ 0
t A  X X X t tX - X - 1-1-1 l1-1 1 1 






HSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BISW14C4AV7
MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV7 + RNS
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELVATR AILRON RUDDER





































EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BETA=O)
-t6 -14 -12
-10 8 6 -- 4 - Z
ANGLE OF ATTACt
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRiFTION
IA3904A) Q NSFC497 60 CELIA WING BOOSTER S19W14C4AV?
(A39IVAI M NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH Bi9WI4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
K. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELVATR AILEON RUDDER GRIT
0.000 10.000 10.000 54.000
0.000 10.000 O.O000 54.000
1.187
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BETA=O)
'~-- --------* -~--- -- I- -FT .... -T- g -S
Xtt 4 t t - - - - I I L,__- III 
WX - W+ +- ii XL ..... 11 
WX--- EW TW- W4- 1 1 1 | I I I t 1 1 1 1 1 ]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.. . . . . . . . . I . . . . L. I· 1 1l
_ ~ .!. . . . . . . . . . . ---. . . . . . --1 1 . .. ..
-l6 -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONfFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION
(A3904A)1 Q MSFC497 GC: ELTA WINC BOOSTER BI9W14C4AV7
(A3910A) HSFC497 NR/CC RNS LAUNCH B19W1AC4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1.187
ELVATRi AILRON RUCDER GRfT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 IOl.D0 10.000. 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN


























EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BETA=O)I I I I . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
-i6 -14 . -12
-10 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN CDESCRIFTION
(A39D4A) N HSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER
(A3OIOA) JISFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19WI
MACH 1.1 7
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELVATR AILRON RUDDER GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
B19Wl4C4AV? O.000 t0.00D 10.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 51 IN










































0.02AT STSM-. DD _ _ _ _ T
01 -Do…
n -. o00 _ -- _ 
-. Dl5 _ _
-- .00-14 - -10 
ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
tA3904A) 0 MSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(A43910A ) HSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19WS4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH I.1 7
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELVATR AILRON RUDDER GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.OcO 1D.GOO 10.000 54.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN







: / : : : :
EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDOER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BETA=O)
ANGL - -ACK -4 DEGRE2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(A3904AJ Q SFC497 :GD DELTA WING 800STER 819WI4C4AV?
(A39SOA) I NtC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
ELVATR AILRON RUDDER GRIT
O.000D O.00D 10.000 54.000
0.000 10.000 10.00 54.000
I .187
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 15.6560 SO IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES



































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A39 4A Q MHSFC497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7
A391OA) M SFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH D191I4C4AV7 * RNS
MACH 1.187
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ELVATR AILRON RUDDCCER GRIT REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.bOo 10.oGo 10I.OG 54 .ODD SREF 15 .6560 SQ IN







RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
n
- 6' -4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETAf DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALFHA ELVATR AILRON
(C39D1) Q MSFC49r GC DELTA WINC tOOSTER 819WS4C4AV7 -6.000 0.GOO .0OO
(A3903B) .FF.,497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AVT -6.00 0.000G 0.000















































. -. 0zo0 i '
-22 - 12
I=II









































RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
- 0 6 - 4 0 9 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE9 BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E390Z8) Q MSFC497 CC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19Wl4C4AV7
(C3905B) 1 S4FC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER BJ9WI4C4AV7
(C3904B) ' MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B019W14C4AV7
MACH
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER
-6.000 0.D 000 0.0 0.000
-6.000 0.00 0.000 10.0O0







































RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAU, BOOSTER ALONE
-10 S -4 -2 o 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFICGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(E3S902BI NSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(C3903B6 SFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSIER B19W14C4AV7
(C39041 B . NMSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER 819W14C4AV7
HMACH
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDCER
-6.000 0 G000 0.000 0.00
-6.DO G.O00 0.000 I.0G00
-6.000. .0Go0 IU.000 1G.DDo
.I 20:2
B . 10 12
REFERENCE INFORMATION









RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-- … , r--f
…~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
i ,
~~~~- -- -- ~-- -… …
2- -10'8 6 4 2 0 2 Li 6 - 1. 1
1 2 -la 6 6 4 2 I -- ~ 4, a-- ' --
SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
IE3902B) O MSFC497 CD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(C3903B) SFC497 GO CELTA WING BOOSTER B1.iW14C4AV


















SfiREF 15.6560 SG IN






















RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-1 6 -4 - 2 D 4 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC49' GD DELTA WINC BOOSTER 19WI4C4AVt
NSFC49t GD DELTA WING BOOSTER I89WI4C4AV7

























































Q MSFC49.7 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER
NSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER
O HSFC497 GC CELTA WING BOOSTER
NA C
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON
B9W14C4AV7 -6.G30 0.000 0.000
BI9WI4C4AV7 -6.000 O.000 0.000













































RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER ALONE
-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 b a8 ID 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURA TION DCESCR IFTION
(E3902B) Q MSFC497 GC CELT4 WING COOSTE
(C39038) MSFC497 GO CELTA WING BOOSTE
(C3904) 0 mSFC497 GCC CELTA WING BOOSTE
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES



































































RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAM, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
-t0 9 . -6
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION CEGCRIPTION
IC3907B) Q HSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
(C3911B) £ HNSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
(C39130) O MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
-4 - 2t 0 2 4
















8 10 a 2
REFERENCE INFORMATION








RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAlI9 BOOSTER PLUS RNS
-10 - 8 - G - 4 - 2. 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIP-TION
IC39O0TB H MSFC407 NR/GCC RNS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV7 RNS
(C3911B MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W:4C4AV7T RN$































































RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
F
m
-4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB0OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICN
(C39OreB) R NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH DIB9W4C4AV? + RNS
(C3911~B N4 5FC49 NRIGCO RNS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7 + RNS(C3910B1 0 MHSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV? + RNS
1.199
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.DDD 0.000 0.00G 0.000 SREF 15.6560 so IN
-6.000 0.000 0.000 10.OUU LREF 3.0950 INCHES
































-12 -10 10 a 2
I I -T- - I
-~~~ - -
- - - -- - - - - | -I
=i
- 6
RUDDER AND FLEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I 
~~~rr








HSFC497ST NR/GD RNS LAUNCH BI9WlAC4AV7 * RNS
NSFC497 NR/GO RNS LAUNCH BIlWI4CAAV7 + RNS




































H _ ,.-_ .
-- :' ""1 -- "-'........ i ]
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RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
- 4 - 2 O & 4 t 6 6 1%0 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CCOFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C3907) Q MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
(C3911) 3 SFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH BI9W14C4AV7 + RNS














































































CATA SE_ _TMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(3O7B) _ :SFCA97 NR/C_ RNS LAUNCH BI9W14C4AV7T - RNS
(C3911B) MSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19WJ4C4AV7 + RNS
(C39lOB1 O HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV? + RNS
MACH 1 .199
ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELVATR ALLRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.OoD 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
-6.000 G.000 0.000 10.000 LREF .D0950 INCHES



























RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
-1 -1.012e -10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C3907E) NSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH Bi9W14C4AV7 + RNS
(C39119) SFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH O19W14C4AV7 + RNS



































































EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
-1o - a - 6 - 4 - 2 D 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IC39GOB) MSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSrER B19W14C4AV7
(C3911) HSFC497 Nfi/GDC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 · RNS
MACH
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER
-6.000 O,DOO 0.G00 10.000
-6.0 00 0.000 0.000 10.000
1.192
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES












































-. 40 % '-
~g.
EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
-10 - a - 6
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC3903B) Q nSFC497 GD DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AY7(C3911BJ HMSFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 * RNS
MACH 1.192
- 4 - 2 a 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.000 0.000 0.000 I0.000 SREF 15.6560 sa IN









EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
-4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
I_ _1_ T
_I_ _ I 1 _ = _ _ . . . . . ._ . .
a
_L1P[ _ _. ^___
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOCN DESCRIPTION
IC39038) Q MSFC497 GC CDELTA WING BOOSTER 819W14C4AV7
(C3911) N SFC497 NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON RUDCER
-6.000 0.000 0.000 1.OOGD
-6.000 0.D00 D.GO 1O.OD00
1.192
REFERENCE INFORMATION

































-lo - 8 o0 12






EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
… - - -- - 6 - 4 " ' - 2 .…- … 6- - 12'~ "…-LI-
.........- - -- L …
-~~~~~~~~~~~
... -T~ . . . . . . . . -
…---1-~_. -1 I----
12 -SO -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2- 4 6 8 30 12~~~~~~~~~
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICON
1C3903B) Q MSFC497 GC DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(C391is6) £ HSFC497 NR/GC- RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 * RNS
MACH
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON




10G.UO SREF 15.6560 SQ IN



















EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
-10 4 - e D 2 4 a I O 2;
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET STYBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(c3s903B) Q SFC497 GD CELTA WINGC SOSTER 819W14C4AV7
(C591Bi) N HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH Bi9Wi4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1.192
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6.000 0.000 0.000 10.OGO SREF 15.6560 SQ IN


































EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
W ~_:: X_ ... _ L !I 1111
F- W0- W ~~~~~~---i ,t ~ - - -- 11t1
WX~~i .... b __ - -__ _.' 
S t X t t 1-1 1 1- t - - $ I 1- 1 1-1 1 1 1 1 11~~~~~L 
- 4 - 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
I $0 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C39038) M.SFC497 GO DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
(C3911B) MSFC497 NR/GOC NS LAUNCH B19Wt4C4AV7 + RNS
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON RUCDDER
-6 .000 0. 00 0.000 1.00
-6.000 0.000 0.000 10.00o
I .19?
REFERENCE INFORMATION





























.* .i O., :
EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
- 4 - 2 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICO
(C3O90B) -NSFC497 CGD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV?















































ErFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
i 6 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DCECRIPTION
(C390485 Q NSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV?
IC3910B) N MSFC49t NR/GC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
A CH I ,194
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON RUDCER REFI
-6.000 0.000 10.000 10. 00 SREF













































-12 -10a 8 1 D 12
I
a





































EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
-10 2 S0 Il
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C3904JB Q MSFC497 GDCC DELTA WING BOOSTER 8I9Wl4C4AVT
{C3910D) MSFC497 NR/CC RNS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7 + RNS
MACN 1.194
ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFE
-6.00D 0.000 10.000 I0.000 SREF















EFFECT nF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
1-r..................... .. . .




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C3904B) HMSFC497 GP DELTA WING BOOSTER B19W14C4AV7
t1C3910S, R MSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B19WJ4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDCCER
-6.000 0.000 II.GDO 10.,U0
-6.000 0.000 10.000 10.000
1.194
REFERENCE INFORMATION







































. 1 6 1 . I -- - .~~~~~~~~~
EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS




- ' -- -- , - [
*--- E|iI~ 'Ij'ii L F2
[a -o 6 -4 - . . . 246a o1
SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYH8GOL CCoNFIGURATION D0SCRIPI1ON
(C39048) Q HSFC497 GD CELTA WING BOOSTER 819W14C4AV7









10,000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN




















EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
-10 - B - 6 -4 - 2
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C39040) MSFC497 GD DELTA WING B00STER B19WJ4C4AV7
(C3910E5) MNSFC497 Nf/GDC NS LAUNCH B19SW4C4AV7 * RNS

















































































-. 02 T T
-0 4 HfL LLI f
--*12 -o1 -8 -
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIO
IC39048J Q NSFC497 CDG CELTA WING BOOS
CSI91OS) NSFC497 NR/GO RNS LAUNCH B
MACH 1 .194
-ffIMf
- 4 _ j
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA9 DEGREES
N ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
TER S19W14C4AV7 -6.00D0 0..00 10.000 I.UOOo SREF 15.6560 SO IN







EFFECT OF RNS ON RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
- 6 4 - 2 a 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C3904B) Q MSFC497 GCD ELTA WING BOOSTER B19WI4C4AV7
{C39108) R MSFC497 NR/OD RNS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH 1 .134
ALFHA ELVATR AILRON REFI
-6.D00 D.DD00 10.G0 I0.o00 SREF



































































EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK, RNS ALONE
-. or t I I I
-. 08






-12 -10O - 8 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.
PAPiAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 GRIT 54. 000
DATA MIST. COCE H










ZMRF - 1.3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE





























EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK, RNS ALONE
-1e -14 -12 -10
BE-TA
FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 GRIT 54. 000
CATA HIST. CODE H
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRF - 1.%53C INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
CA3913A) 28 AUG 71
- 4 - 2 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
.
PAGE 149




DATA NIST. CODE N
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
D 2 I 6
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - 1t.320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE






























-$0 - a - 6 - 4 - 2















EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK, RNS ALONE
-16 -14 -12 -10 8 - 6 4 0
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. OEGREES
SYMBOL MACH




SREF 15.6560 SQ IN




ZMRP - .. 3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALEDATA MIST. COCE M
















PAGE 151(A391.3A 28 AUG 71





Q 0.6l1 BE TA
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 GRIT 54.000
DATA MIST. CODE H
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZHRF - I 3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.D031 SCALE






























EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK, RNS ALONE
-16 -14 -12 -10 B -6 -4 - 2 4 6



















































- I -'-' -
-1
PAGE 153CA3913A.) 28 AUG 71
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK, RNS ALONE
8
LA
6 -4 - 2 ID i - - -2
l
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
54.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRF - 1.3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE




































DATA HIST. CODE M
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
== I_ LI






EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK, RNS ALONE
,.-- '. . . ., -.,T. .- :' . " -. ' . . . . . -.: ' . . . . . . . . .,-
r EI IIII





-12 -10 - 8 - 4 -. 2
_ .. I__ 
_ I I I I_
_ I I I 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
v.OGG GRIT 54,000
CATA HIST. COCE n
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE


























_~~~~~ _ _ _J ____2tlr 
1~~~~~~~~~~--
_ _ _i , -- t1t1
PAGE 155






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA° DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
O.000 GRIT 54.000
CATA HIST. COCE M
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS CA3913A) 28 AUG 71
REFERENCE INFORMATION







































































1 111 YI I I.
-12 -10o 8 -4 -2
Th
a 2





DATA MIST. CODE H



















EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATIACK, RNS ALONE
I . . . . . _ . . . . . ._ I I I I L_
I I I II
_ -1-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
srYMBOL ACH
C) s . f2 BETA
PARAMETRIC VALUES
O.000 GRIT 54. 000
DATA HIST. COCE H
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
REFERENCE INFORMATION




































-14 -t0 - 6 -4 - 2
II
r _ i I
t ,I- _- I1--I II
PAGE 158
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK, RNS ALONE
ItE
-10 -a - 6 - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH
Q 1.191 BE TA
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.00O GRIT 54.000
CATA MIST. COCE H
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRF - 1.53O0 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
































I~ I IF I IA III_ _- 1 _ - I I _- I _ _ I
-12
_ _ ._ ...... .
0 2 4 e
PAGE 159
EFFECT OF ANGLE 8F SIDESLIP, RNS ALONE
i ' ---- ~--~........ ~ ~ [- -- -- -- ~ -- ~ -- --
I _ , I .....











) ~-~ ' ~ ~ - -- ,
,-t i~l~,
' .... ~ ~ ~ L_ ~
, , I i '~ .....
-~" i ,~
"~:kI .
- I - ~ i ~
.... .~ I ~- ~'~
'-- ..... i: =
'ZZ....:' ·~ __ - ' '





- 6.000 GRfilT 54.00
BETA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 15.6560 5Q IN




ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE






















DATA HIST. COCE H*E
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS PAGE G160
EFFFFCT F ANGIF P F SIDESLFIP. RNS AI INF
, ~ ~ - - -1 1 dI111: - 1 11 11-
-~~~~~~ - -F-- 1 1- -iII- 
I t$ - I11
I~~ ~ W I" I 1 JE IW
..... i ~'-,tl
IL :_ z I L I Ii
z
Ll II I -I I1
Iy -:0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - Z 0 2 4 6 8 10 ~12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 6.000 GRIT 54.000
DATA HIST. COCE M*E
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - 1.5320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE




































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FARAHETRIC VALUES REI























_.o- ... _.2. ... -1 - -_ 6 ' _4 2- 2 02 1
-1. -10 - 6 - 6 - 4 - 0 D 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
SYrM0L HACH FARAMETRIC VALUES
Q 1.196 ALPHA - 6.000DD GRIT 54.00L
DATA HIST. COCE M*E
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - 1.5320 INCHES
SCALE 0.00D31 SCALE





























EFFECT OF ANGLE OF SIDESLIP, RNS ALONE





A1:1:II1 1.I 1- 1[ 11.1..ITI:_I.I.r
-_ - 6 -4
SIDE SLIP
FARAMETRIC VALUES
- 6.000 GRIT 54.000
- 0 
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA MIST. COCE NHoE
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS -(C3913B) 28 AUG
=
6 8 10 a 2
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZHRP - I 3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
71 PAGE 164
.f .-I I I 
_~~~~~ - -_I _ ______ 
I - 1 1 1 1 1 I I







_ _ _ -IX
-_ _ _4 g
-10 - 8 - 6 - 2 0 2 4 6 10 12
SYMBOL MACH
Q 0.954
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA - 6.00 GCRIT 54.000
DATA MIST. CCDE H*E
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - I 3320 INCHES
SCALE C.0031 SCALE




































































EFFECT OF ANGLE OF SIDESLIP, RNS ALONE




-4 - 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFHA - 6.000 GRIT 54.000
DATA HIST. CODE MsE
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
_ _ _ LT I I I I I _ ___
Io
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZmRF - I.3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
[C3913B) 28 AUG 71
12
_ .__ ._ . . . . . .
_ - - I 
--- O,
_.. _ 




EFFECT OF ANGLE OF SIDESLIP, RNS ALONE
a
-10 - a - 6
_ . ' ^ . . . . . ., _,_ : ._
- 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 s10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
MACn FARAMETRIC VALUES
1 .19 6 ALFHA - 6.000 GRIT
REFERENCE INFORMATION
54.000
CATA MIST. CCCE M*E


















































I -- I I I I E - - 1 1 -1
PAGE 167
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,. BETA, DEGREES
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.604 ALPHA - 6.000 GRIT 54.000
DATA HIST. COCE MHE
MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRF - I 3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE













































EFFECT OF ANGLE OF SIDESLIP, RNS ALONE
X X X X -~~~~~~I f I I4 1--11 -- 
I - - -L
. ..... ~~~~1 _ IIT - - .. ......
-10 -_ -6 -
SIDE
FARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA - 6.000 GRIT 5
4 - Z 0 2





MSFC497 NR REUSABLE NUCLEAR STAGE RNS
4 6 6 10 1Z
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - i 3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
(C39 1 3B ) 28 -AUG 71 PAGE 169
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.003 ALFPHA - 6.000 GRIT 54.0DO
CATA MIST. COCE NM*
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE

















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA - 6.000 GRJIT 54.000
CATA HIST. COCE M*E
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - 1 3320 INCHES
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE














EFFECT CF ANGLE CF SIDESLIP, RNS ALONE
. I II I I I I -if FzF__1z __LFL 
1 LL I- : 11111 L[ _~ 1 r 
F-i L]lT~LL -WWf-W X 
IllT llFF I [lil F zT [1: e i i _ _ i _ e-r; + j~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~IJ ~I11 -! :-1 i i
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- 6.000 GRIT 54.000
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EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER. BOOSTER PLUS RNS
-to -so
-14 -12
DATA SET SYHSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
C3s90o7A) NSFC497 NR/Go RNS LAUNCH B19W
(A39S2A) N$SFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH B09W
MACH
-10 - 6 - 6 - 4 - a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA GRIT RN/L
414C4AV7 + RNS 0.000 54.000 6.50O
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ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C3907A) I MSFC497 HR/Gi RNS LAUNCH U19W14C4AV7 + RNS









































EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER, BOOSTER PLUS RNS
-1t -14 -i2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C390?A)I Q MSFC497 NRCD RN LAUNC B19W14C4AV RNS
(A39&12A) HSFC497 NR/GD RNS LAUNCH BJW1I4C4AV7 + RNS
MACH
-so - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2













SREF 15.6560 SO IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES
BREF 6.0990 INCHES
XHRP 0.0000
YMRF 0.0000
ZMRP 0.0000
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
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